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Using Glimm’s scheme, sufftcient conditions are derived for the global existence 
of a weak solution to a strictly hyperbolic genuinely nonlinear system of partial 
differential equations in one space dimension when the initial data is a small BV 
perturbation of a solvable Riemann problem. By using the linite propagation speed 
of the system, this yields a local existence theorem for arbitrary BV initial data that 
satisfies the above-mentioned conditions at all large jumps. The case of linearly 
degenerate fields is also treated, and the results are applied to the p-system and to 
the 1-D nonisentropic y-gas-law Euler equations. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1965, Glimm [12] proved a global existence theorem for strictly 
hyperbolic genuinely nonlinear systems of conservation laws in one space 
dimension when the inital data have small total variation. This smallness 
restriction has since been removed or relaxed for a variety of mostly 2 x 2 
systems [3, 7, 8, 13, 20, 24, 25, 27,29, 301. Similar existence results, also for 
the 2 x 2 case, have been proven via compensated compactness [ 10, 111. 
Eistence of solutions with large nonsmooth initial data for general systems, 
even locally in time, remains an outstanding problem, however, although 
significant progress has been made in proving existence for the case of H” 
or analytic perturbations of Riemann initial data (in any number of space 
dimensions) [2, 14, 19,21,22, 231. 
In this paper I will prove analogous existence results via Glimm’s scheme 
for small BV perturbations of Riemann initial data under certain condi- 
tions on the solution to the Riemann problem. Although this approach has 
the disadvantage of being limited to one space dimension, it has the advan- 
tage of yielding a local existence theorem for any BV initial data that 
satisfies the above-mentioned condition at all large jumps. These conditions 
consist of Majda’s stability conditions [21] for each shock and analogous 
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conditions at contact discontinuities, plus an additional condition that 
says, roughly speaking, that the ratio of the sum of the strengths of all 
scattered waves resulting from an infinitesimal perturbing wave to the 
strength of this perturbating wave is finite even if the interactions, including 
in particular cancellations, of the scattered waves among themselves are 
neglected. This condition is satisfied whenever the total variation of the 
Riemann solution is small, and is not necessary violated when that solution 
has large variation; for example the condition always holds for a single 
Majda stable shock, and also holds for any Riemann problem for the 
p-system that does not require the vacuum state. On the other hand, there 
do exist Riemann problems whose solution violates this condition. 
The case of a single large shock was treated previously within the 
framework of Glimm’s scheme in [S] by a slightly different method; as in 
[S], the results here for small perturbations of a single Riemann problem 
will be global in time, and we will also treat the case of linearly degenerate 
fields. As in [23], we could also treat the case of perturbations of two 
interacting large shocks. 
As an application of the theory we will prove local existence for the 
p-system and for the 1-D nonisentropic Euler equations with a y-gas-law. 
In both cases it must be assumed that the Riemann solutions at jumps in 
the initial data do not require the vacuum state; for the Euler equations the 
finiteness condition mentioned above necessitates the additional restriction 
6+4j’z~m5 Y’YO=3+6$ . (1.1) 
However, we do not require smallness conditions of the form 
(y - 1) TV(u,) < c needed for global existence of these systems in [20, 251, 
nor monotonicity assumptions on the initial data as in [15,29]. Local 
existence for the p-system was proven previously in [ 11, in essence by 
showing that the simplified version of the finiteness condition that applies 
to that system is satisfied, although the proof there is complicated by the 
use of DiPerna’s variant [9] of Glimm’s scheme. 
As condition (1.1) indicates, there are cases when the simple finiteness 
theory developed here does not apply, so that the variation-boundedness of
the solution depends on cancellations between various scattered waves. It 
might be possible to treat such cases by extending the present analysis to 
keep track of the space-time location of the scattered waves. On the other 
hand, there are certain cases in which such cancellations cannot occur, and 
it is not hard to see that the failure of our finiteness condition would then 
imply that the Riemann problem is dynamically linearly unstable. The 
relation of this phenomenon to static stability and its possible use as a 
condition for picking a unique Riemann solution require clarification. 
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The far more difficult problem of global existence will not be discussed 
here, although it is to be hoped that the local existence theorem will prove 
useful in attacking this problem. Nor will computational issues be 
addressed; for such questions see [ 5,6]., 
The role of the finiteness condition introduced here will be discussed 
heuristically in Section II. In Section III the condition will be formulated 
more explicitly for the case when no la,rge rarefactions are present, after 
computing the transmission and reflection coefficients of shocks and con- 
tact discontinuities that are needed to calculate it. Rarefactions will then be 
treated in Section IV. The finiteness condition will be checked for the 
p-system and the Euler equations in Section V, and, finally, the existence 
theorems will be proven in Section VI. The reader will be presumed to be 
familiar with Glimm’s scheme [12] as well as the basic properties of 
conservation laws [18]; the necessary background for both may also be 
found in [28]. 
II. THE FINITENESS CONDITION 
The reason for the restriction to small BV data in [12] is that the 
possible increase in the potential-interaction function Q when two wave- 
sets y and 6 collide, namely kD(y, 6) TV(u), must be smaller than the 
amount D(y, 6) by which Q decreases due to the occurrence of the colli- 
sion. In order to overcome this restriction, one could try to redefine Q to 
include all future potential interactions, including those involving waves to 
be produced in interactions that have not yet occurred. This would seem 
to ensure that Q decreases, since what was previously a possible increase 
in Q due to a collision is now included in Q from the beginning, but it 
creates the difficulty of showing that Q is finite at time zero (as well as 
causing the inconvenience of having Q depend on future random choices). 
Instead, we will add to Q only those potential interactions of future scat- 
tered waves that cannot be bounded by D(y, 6); fortunately, this class is 
not too large for the following reasons: First, we will be assuming that the 
total variation (TV)s of the small waves is small enough to be so bounded; 
hence we are allowed to consider only the interactions of scattered waves 
with large waves, although in doing so we are ignoring the possible helpful 
cancellations of the scattered waves. Second, by the trick of multiplying 
potential small-small interactions and potential small-big interactions by 
different factors when defining the function Q, one can eliminate the need 
to consider scattered waves resulting from small-small interactions. Third, 
since the large waves undergo only small changes it suffices to calculate 
future potential interactions by using overestimates for the current large 
waves; together with the previous reductions this ensures that Q will not 
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depend on future random choices. Finally, when a small wave yi interacts 
with a large wave Sj then D(y,, Si) is linear in the strength lyil of the small 
wave and therefore easily bounds any terms quadratic or higher in yi; 
hence only the part of the scattered wave that is linear in y, need be 
considered. 
Since the possible increase in the modified Q when two wave-sets y and 
6 interact can be shown to be less than the decrease due to the collision if 
(TV)s is sufficiently small, we will thus obtain a decreasing potential-inter- 
action function, and hence an existence result, provided that the sum of our 
reduced set of additional potential-interaction terms is finite. In other 
words, we require the total strengths of all scattered waves produced by the 
interaction of a small wave with the large waves to be finite even without 
considering the possibility of cancellations among the scattered waves. 
Since, as noted above, we are actually taking only the approximation to 
the scattered waves that is linear in the original small wave, the finiteness 
condition can be expressed in terms of an amplification factor (actually an 
amplification matrix) that can be calculated for the set of large waves in 
terms of the transmission and reflection coefficients of the individual large 
waves. In the next section we will calculate these coefficients for shocks 
and contact discontinuities, and formulate more explicitly the finiteness 
conditions in terms for the case when only such waves are presented. 
Rarefactions will be treated later. 
III. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS 
AND THE FINITENESS CONDITION 
Let the n x n system 
cp(u), +f(uL = 0 
be strictly hyperbolic (with t a time-like direction), i.e., 
acp 
au 
is invertible 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
-1 af 
a~ has n distinct eigenvalues A,(u) < . . . < A,(u). (3.3) 
Equation (3.1) is not really more general than the “special case” q = I since 
we will assume that cp is invertible in whatever region is under considera- 
tion, but for calculations involving contact discontinuities it is useful to 
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have the extra freedom in the choice of dependent variables. Letting rj(u) 
be the right eigenvector corresponding to Aj(u), we assume that each field 
j satisfies either rj.VAj# 0 (genuine nonlinearity) or rj .V3Lj= 0 (linear 
degeneracy); in the former case we will partially normalize rj by the 
condition rj . V;li > 0. Define 
(3.4) 
and let Zi and L, be the corresponding left eigenvectors atisfying 
I,r, = LiRj = 6,. 
Note that the Rj are simply the eigenvectors in terms of the cp variables. 
Now suppose that (ii-, ii,) is a Majda stable shock [21], i.e., a solution 
of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations 
such that 
--s”{cp(a+)-cp(ii-)}+f(i;+)-f(ii-)=O (3.6) 
1 is not an eigenvalue of either of 
and 
{Rj(G+): Jj(c+)>S} u (cP(~+)-cP(~-)) 
u {Rj(k):Aj(ii-)<s} isabasisforR”. (3.8) 
When ii, - ii- is sufhciently small, conditions (3.7), (3.8) are equivalent o 
the Lax entropy inequalities, but in general (3.7), (3.8) are stronger, since 
(3.8) mandates not only that the set contain exactly n vectors but also that 
these vectors be independent (c.f. [31, pp. 135-1361). 
It is a folklore result that these conditions ensure that nearby Riemann 
problems (U _, u + ) have a unique solution (u _ = uO, ul, . . . . U, = u + ) close 
to (ii-, ii+); the case ii- =ii+ is due to Lax [17,18]. Furthermore, the 
well-known proof of this result via the implicit-function theorem (which 
will be reproduced below) allows us to compute the solution of the 
perturbed problem to first order in the strength of the perturbation. For 
convenience, we will express the answer in terms of the wave-vector E 
instead of the state-vector U. For small j-waves the component ,j is defined 
as in [18]; in particular we will use the fact that 
f Uf(Ej) = +rj(u*(0)). 
J c, = 0 
(3.9) 
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For shocks that are not small we may define Ed to be any sufficiently 
differentiable function EZ (s, u * ) that satisfies 
a&: <(). 
as’ ’ 
(3.10) 
the particular choices 
E: = Ik W/c(~ * ) - s)IrI,(u * 1 . V&(u, ) (3.11) 
are consistent for small shocks with the definition of 1181 (except possibly 
for the inessential second-order correction 5.12 of [18]). 
The condition &c/as # 0 ensures that E:(s, u+) is monotone along the 
Hugoniot curve of states uT connectible to U* on the T side by a k-shock, 
since [16] taking U& fixed and differentiating the Rankine-Hugoniot 
condition with respect o arclength p shows that 
here as usual [cp] denotes the jump (p+ - cp- in a quantity. Because 
Idu’/&l = 1 and (@/au)-’ (LJJau) - s is nonsingular, ds/d,u cannot equal 
zero, i.e., s and hence also sk are monotone. Now, as will be shown below, 
values of (s, U* ) near ($11, ) determine a unique u 7 close to fir ; hence 
either pair (E:, U* ) determines the other in a neighborhood of (E”:, G*). 
We will make use of this freedom of chaise by calculating in terms of E: 
when considering perturbations coming from the r side; because our 
finiteness condition does not depend on the changes in the strength of the 
large shocks we will not need to compute the changes in E: corresponding 
to a change in E:, although this could be computed to first order without 
difficulty. Similarly, we can take s and u + to be functions of (E:, u r ), etc. 
The first-order change E’ in the wave-vector E” that results from the inter- 
action of E” with the small wave-vector y can now be expressed as follows: 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that (3.1) is sufficiently smooth and strictly hyper- 
bolic, that each field is either genuinely nonlinear or linearly degenerate, and 
that the shock (ii _ , ii + ) is Majda stable. Then Riemann problems (u _ , u + ) 
close to (K , u, ) have a unique solution with wave-vector E close to .E. Zf k 
is the number of eigenvalues of {(aq+3u)(u+)}-’ (af/&)(u+) that are less 
than s” (i.e., k is the field of the large shock), and y is a small wave-vector that 
interacts with E from the + (i.e., right) side, then to first order in JyI the 
resulting wave is given by E” + E’, where E’ is the solution of 
(3.12) 
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namely 
&I< = tM:,,)-‘~y~ 
&I> = -(A;)-’ M:,&y (3.13) 
= -v;)-‘M:,.(M:,.)-‘~~Y~. 
Here 
the superscripts and subscripts < and > denote the portion 
of a vector or matrix consisting of those components having 
indices < k and > k, respectively, (3.14) 
and the matrices A * and M + are defined by 
A’-Diag(Aj(ii,)-s”); (3.15) 
M; = {AJL)-s”} Li(ii+).Rj(ii-), l<i<n, j<k; (3.16) 
M; - {jLi(iL)-5) Li(ii+).Rj(tL) 
+ {Tj(L).VUS(E”-, ii-)} Li(ii+). [q], l<i<n, j>k; (3.17) 
as- - Mi~a~_(u-)Li(u+).C~l> 1 di<n. (3.18) 
In particular, the matrices M z, G and A; are invertible. For these formulas, 
the kth component of E” is taken to be 8; (cf (3.10) and the ensuing discus- 
sion), and EK is the change in that quantity. 
When y interacts from the - (i.e., left) side of E then the same formulas 
hold provided we interchange all subscripts and superscripts + with - and 
all < with >, and also replace the + in (3.17) by -. 
lfY% which does not interact, is present, then in the Glimm scheme it is 
simply added on to (E’)~. Here and later the top or bottom symbol in 2 is 
to be used according to the choice of the top or bottom symbol in +_. 
When k is the extreme field on the f side (i.e., k = 1 and y is to the right 
of 2 or k=n and y is to the left of E), then (3.12)-(3.18) reduce to 
,+ -nk(ii.)-~Lj(fi*)‘[~l 
I lj(ii’)4 Lk(fif). [q-j lJkv 
j2k. 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
Proof. Differentiating the Hugoniot function HE H, (s, u T, u + ) E 
-s{cp(u+)-q(u-)} + f(u+)- f(u-) with respect o u* and evaluating at 
s=S etc. yields + { -Z(&p/au)(u,) + (af/au)(u,)}. By (3.2), (3.7) this 
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matrix is invertible, so the equation H= 0 defines a (sufficiently dif- 
ferentiable) function U* (s, uT) near (S, GT ). Condition (3.10) ensures that 
s is a function of (E:, uT ) near (E: ($ iiT ), fi, ); we now define 
T;(u’)ru*(S(&~, uT ), u T ). Defining TEf (U f ) analogously for 1~~1 small 
and j#k (as in [lS]), it follows from (3.8) that T,+(K)= 
r~(T,+n_,(...TE:(~-))...)and T,(u+)~T,(T,(...T,(u+))...)arewell 
defined; in particular each wave T$ in T$ lies to the right of Tf , . 
Furthermore, since the number of vectors in (3.8) is precisely n, waves Tz 
with Js,J small would lie on the wrong side of T$ and so may not be 
included. Hence, as in [18], Riemann problems near (11~) ii+ ) have unique 
nearby solutions if either of (aT’/ae)(u, )I E=ET is nonsingular. 
NOW by (3.9), for j2 k (~T~/~E~)(u+)I,=~ = (dTt/dEj)(Ui)(e,=O= 
+ rj(ii*); it will be convenient later to rewrite this result as 
=f(Aj-S)RjI*> (3.21) 
where (3.7) and the fact that rj is an eigenvector have been used. Here and 
later the evaluation symbol ) f means that all functions are to be evaluated 
at (5, ii * ), or, equivalently, at (i?, ii, ). 
Next, (aT’/as,)( T = (d~/&~)(&*/as)l +; to determine the right side we 
differentiate H(s, iiT, u f (s)) = 0 and set s = s” to obtain 
Hence 
For j,<k, 
ark 
-T& _ =$ T;U’,@+ )) 
I + J 8, = 0 
Jw aT: 
al4 T acj 
Ej = 0 
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But 
c au, 
I I 
=- 
au 3 auT $ 
which can be determined by differentiating H(s(Ez, u T ), u T , u + (El:, u F )) 
= 0 with respect o uy at uT = ii, to obtain 
Thus 
= t-{(3,-s)~j+(rj’v~S)[~l}lf~ 
(3.23) 
Because (3.2), (3.7) ensure that (@/au){ (@/au) - ’ (a$@#) - s} I 7 is inver- 
tible, (Hi/&) 1 T will be nonsingular if the n vectors on the right sides of 
(3.21)-(3.23) are independent, and (3.7), (3.8) ensure that this indeed holds, 
regardless of the dependence of s on the state vector uT. 
If y is a perturbing wave arriving from the f side, then only waves yi 
with i 2 k interact with the k-shock &, and the perturbation to u f equals 
to +Cizk yiril f to first order in IyI by (3.9); as in (3.21) it is convenient 
to rewrite this as 
= * C yj(lbj-S)Ri . 
igk f 
To first order this change equals 
(3.24) 
SOSjS9j2-9 
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using (3.2 1 )-( 3.23) to evaluate 
we obtain (3.12), (3.14~(3.18) (or the corresponding equations if y is on 
the - side). Since (3.7)-(3.8) ensure that M$,, and A; (resp. M;,, and 
.4 :) are invertible, the linear system (3.12) can be solved, yielding (3.13), 
which reduces to (3.19)-(3.20) in the cases indicated. 
Remark. For weak shocks 5n,(u)-s=O(I~~l);~~((~)--=O(l),j#k; 
Lk(u) . [q] = 0( 1~~1); Lj(U) 9 [cp] = 0( Jck12), j# k. Hence we can recover 
from (3.20), at least for extreme k, the well-known result [29] that waves 
in non-k fields produced by the interaction of two k-shocks are third-order 
in the strengths of the k-shocks. Since the signs of 1, -s, Aj- s, and 
Lk . [p] are known (even for & not small), we can also obtain (a 
generalization to the case where only one of the waves is small of) the 
Smoller-Johnson criterion [29] for whether the j-waves are shocks or 
rarefactions. It is not too hard to recover these small Ek results from 
(3.12~(3.18) for the case of nonextreme k also. 
We now turn to the case when (ii-, ii+) is a contact discontinuity, i.e., 
a solution of (3.6) with S = il,(u- ) = A,( u + ). Although contact discon- 
tinuities are discontinuous like shocks, in most other respects they resemble 
rarefactions. Specifically [ 181, the “Hugoniot curves” for a contact discon- 
tinuity are the integral curves of the equation 
-$=rk(u). 
k 
(3.25) 
and hence contact waves of the same family do not interact. Since 
Irk(u)1 #O, there exists locally a change of variables that transforms (3.25) 
into 
du 
zcrkT with rk a constant vector; (3.26) 
we will assume that such a transformation exists in a neighborhood of the 
section of the integral curve joining ii _ and ti; + . Then &k can be defined by 
U+ - up = ckrk. 
The analogue of Majda’s stability condition is 
(3.27) 
the vectors {rj(u-):j< k} u {rk} u {rj(u+):j> k} 
are linearly independent, (3.28) 
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and the first-order change E’ in the wave-vector E’ that results from the 
interaction of the k-contact wave E” with the small wave-vector y can be 
expressed as follows: 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that (3.1) is sufficiently smooth and strictly hyper- 
bolic, that each field is either genuinely nonlinear or linearly degenerate, and 
that the contact discontinuity (ii-, fi,) allows the transformation to form 
(3.26) in a neighborhood of the integral curve joining ii_ to ii, and is Majda- 
stable. Then Riemann problems close to (i; _, t7 + ) have a unique solution with 
wave vector E close to .F, and if y is a small wave-vector that interacts with 
E” on the + side then to first order in \yI the resulting wave set is given by 
E”+ E’, where E’ is the solution of 
namely, 
(E’)” = (P=,,)-’ ye (3.29) 
(E’)> = -P;,<(E))< 
=-- p$,<(p:,<)-‘?J< (3.30) 
Pl zli(ii+).rj(tL), (3.31) 
where convention (3.14) has been used. When y interacts from the - side of 
E” then the same formulas hold provided we interchange all subscripts and 
superscripts + with - and < with >. Zf y ‘, which does not interact, is 
present then in Glimm’s scheme it is simply added to (E’) %. 
Proof Except for the calculation of aTa/&, the argument is the same 
as in Lemma 3.1. But (3.27) implies that T:(iiT)= TC:(TE:(ii+)fe,r,), so 
that by (3.9) we obtain 
aT* 
i 
+rj(fi- ), jck 
e(cF)= 1rk, j=k 
J 
+rj(c+), j> k. 
Hence 
c Yiri(o~)=If;*&;rj(U5)+E;Ik 
i$k ‘< 
+ C Qj(u+h 
iSk 
from which (3.29 )-( 3.3 1) follow. 
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We can write (3.12)-(3.20), (3.29t(3.31) symbolically as 
E’ = (E’) 5 + EL + (E’) 2 
ET ~SY” +M,Y’+R~,,Y% (3.32) 
here T, M, and R denote transmission, modification, and reflection. For 
example, sl, = T,, d y is the change in the components of E having indices 
less than k, due to a wave y interacting with Ed from the right side, i.e., it 
is the wave-set Transmitted across the large k-wave. Our final task in this 
section is to formulate the finiteness condition in terms of these matrices. 
We will proceed by induction on the number of large waves. To start, 
consider the case when two large waves 8,, and Ekk2 are present with kz > k, ; 
to simplify the discussion we will assume that Ekz lies to the right of &, since 
that is the relevant case for the Riemann problem, although the shock- 
collision case with Ek2 to the left can be treated in the same way. A small 
wave y,? interacting with Ekz from the left is transformed into Ty!> y,? + 
hf$’ y,? + R$f, y,?, of which only the last term approaches &,. (The 
superscript(2) indicates that the transmission, etc. matrix is that of the 
large wave &.) At each &,, each wave (R’*’ 
R!:!.(R’~!,Y,% ~1 
<, ~ y,? )i is transformed into 
us waves that do not approach Ekkz. Since the various 
waves (R’2’y,?)i will arrive at &, at different times the totality of these 
waves is not simply R(“(R(*‘y,?) because the latter expression might entail 
cancellations among waves coming from different (R’*)y,? )i. However, since 
we are ignoring small-wave cancellations at all times in this calculation, 
we can afford to ignore the sign of our waves and simply consider 
(R(‘)I IR(*)[ Iy”l, where 
IRlli- IRJ, Iy’(j= Iy,Fl. (3.33) 
The total strength of waves travelling in the region L2 between &, and Ekz 
and moving away from &, is then seen to be 
Cl+ I@,1 IR!2!,l+ {lR:!,l lR’,2~,1)*+ ...I ly”l 
=U- lRltfcl IR’,2!>l)-1 IY’I 
--Ai,>,> lY”I (3.34) 
provided that the finiteness condition 
alleigenvaluesof{lR’>f~J.IR’,2!.1) 
are < 1 in absolute value (3.35) 
holds. (In A, .,. the A indicates that the waves are Amplified (i.e., the 
original and produced waves have the same position and direction of travel 
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relative to the large waves), the i indicates that the original wave was inside 
the region between the two large waves, the right 2 indicates that the 
original wave-set has components B the appropriate k (in this case k,), 
and the left 2 indicates that the produced waves also have such com- 
ponents. In the other matrices defined below, R stands for Reflection (i.e., 
the produced waves travel in the opposite direction with respect to the 
large waves from the original wave but do not cross the large waves), T 
stands for waves Transmitted across large waves, o denotes that the 
original wave begins outside the region between the large waves, and 
of course d denotes waves that having components d k, or <k,, as 
appropriate.) It is not too hard to see that when (3.35) holds then the total 
amount of waves travelling in any location and direction is finite regardless 
of the original location and direction of travel of y. In fact, all relevant 
strengths can be computed as finite sums of products of the T, M, and R 
matrices of the shocks, A, >, a) and the amplification matrix 
Ai,<,< = (I- IR’f!al IR’>f!,l)-’ (3.36) 
for waves in 0 originally travelling away from Bk,. Thus, a wave y 2 initially 
in Q moving away from k, will yield, besides waves A, >, r J y z ) travelling 
in Sz away from .Fk,, the waves Ri, <, 2 1 y S 1 travelling in 52 away from 
z/q’ Ti,>,> I y ’ ( travelling outside of 52 to the right side of &, Ti, .,, a ) y a ) 
outside of Q to the left of .Ckkl, and modification waves A!!” ,,> IY’I at the 
large waves &,,, where, for example, 
RI<,> = lR’if,l Ai,>,> (3.37) 
Ti,>,,=ITJ2f>l Ai,>,& (3.38) 
Ti,-z,> =lT(i!<lRi,-c,~. (3.39) 
Hence the total wave production matrix P, S for a wave y % originally in 
52 is given by 
Pi,,=(Ai,~,%-‘)+Ri,~,~+Ti.<,, 
+ T,,,,% +M;‘; +Mj2;, (3.40) 
where the identity matrix Z is subtracted from A since A includes the wave 
y ” originally present. Similarly a wave yz initially approaching Sz from 
outside will yield transmitted waves To, $, B J y S 1 leaving $2 on the other 
side, reflected waves R, s, s I y % I moving away from Sz on the same side as 
Iy ” 1, modification waves My: Iy “1 at the large shocks &, and interval 
waves Z,, z [y p ( inside Q, where, for example, 
T o,<,< =Ti,-c,< IT?!,1 (3.41) 
R o,z,< =lRYI.l+ lTJZ!sl Ri,>,< lT~f.l* (3.42) 
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Hence the total wave production matrix P, z for a wave Iy” ( originally 
approaching D from outside is 
P 0.5 = To,,,, +R,,,, +I,, +Mb’; +M;;. (3.43) 
Furthermore, (3.41), (3.42) plus the analogous matrices TO, ,, r and R, <, r 
are the effective transmission and reflection coefficients of the pair of large 
waves viewed as a single entity, and so allow us to perform the induction 
step of adding another large wave to the picture. For example, if this third 
large wave Ekk, lies to the right of & with k3 > k, then the finiteness condi- 
tion for the {pair l-2)-3 combination is simply (3.35) with (R($, ( replaced 
by IR’:!, ) and IR’:f,I replaced by IR,,,,<I (defined in (3.42)). If the 
original and modified versions of (3.35) are both finite than we can define 
reflection, transmission, etc. matrices analogous to (3.36)-(3.43), etc. for 
the {pair l-2)-3 combination (plus a quantity Z’1-2’ for waves produced 
internal to the l-2 pair). This gives us the effective reflection and transmis- 
sion coefficients for the set (l-2-3) viewed as one entity, plus the total wave 
production matrix P for waves beginning between 2 and 3 or outside the 
(l-2-3) set. To determine the new P for waves beginning between 1 and 2 
we must calculate the new A, R, etc. for such waves, taking into account 
the effect of large wave 3. For example, 
since Ai,‘:,P,““) from (3.37) is the amplification neglecting waves that leave 
the region between waves l-2 and return (any positive number of times), 
while the second term on the right is the amplification from such waves. In 
particular, we do not need an extra finiteness condition for the left side of 
(3.44) to be finite. Continuing in the same fashion we can obtain the finite- 
ness conditions for any number of large waves. We thus have the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA 3.3 Given m (lurge) shock and/or contact waves, none of which 
approaches any other, lf the m - 1 conditions of the form (3.35) with 1 Ry! ~ ( 
replaced by ) R!!! a 1 and IR(.!!,l replacedby R~,l~~-l)combination~, j=2, . . . . m, 
all hold then the total strength 1 P IyJ ( o waves produced by a small wave y f 
interacting with the m large waves is finite when we ignore terms higher than 
linear in Iy] and small-small interactions. The matrices Ri,‘,%- l)combinationl 
can be calculated explicitly in terms of the transmission and reflection coef- 
ficients of the individual large waves, while P can be calculated in terms of 
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these plus the modification coefficients. Also, whenever a sufficiently small 
wave-set y interacts with a large wave 8ki to yield Ek, + E’, 
IU+ PO) I4 I G IPi IYI I + c lY12Y (3.45) 
where Pi and P, are the wave-production matrices for incoming and outgoing 
waves at &k,, respectively. Furthermore, by replacing every transmission, 
reflection, etc. matrix M that enters into the definition of the P by 
Mr M+ 61 with 6 sufficiently small, we obtain that the resulting wave- 
production matrix ij is still finite while (3.45) is replaced by 
I(I+ ‘0) lE’l I G lpi IYI I -t IV17 (3.46) 
provided that I y I is sufficiently small and the set of large waves is sufficiently 
close to the given set. Since we have only a finite set of bounded large waves, 
we can also write (3.46) in the form 
\(I+ PO) /&‘I 1 < Ipi Id 1 - f I&k,\ IyI = Ipi hi I -h&k, y) (3.47) 
which is the form which will generalize to the case of rarefactions. 
Remarks 1. If only one large wave &k, is present then RC2) can be taken 
to be zero in (3.35); thus, the finiteness condition always holds for a single 
Majda stable shock or contact discontinuity. 
2. Our finiteness condition does not take into account the time 
required for all the interactions to occur. If one wanted to show existence 
for an arbitrary finite time for a small perturbation of two nonapproaching 
large waves separated by a nonzero distance at time zero then only a fixed 
number of interactions in the series R(l) + R’*‘R(” + R(‘)R(*)R(‘) + . . . 
would occur, so that the finiteness condition would only be needed to show 
that the solution exists and remains a small perturbation for all time. 
However, for the Riemann problem one can obtain an arbitrary large 
number of interactions in the series in an arbitrarily small amount of time, 
so the finiteness condition will be needed even to show local existence. 
3. Since the matrix in (3.35) is nonnegative, there exists a real non- 
negative eigenvalue p with a nonnegative eigenvector , such that for any 
eigenvalue 1, 111 fp [26]. When all initial waves in the interior of the 
region between the large waves are considered, it is clear that at least one 
such wave has a nonzero component in the direction r, so that if (3.35) is 
not satisfied then waves with infinite total strength will be produced unless 
the interactions (e.g., cancellations) we have ignored prevent this. However, 
for perturbations of the Riemann problem one may assume that the initial 
perturbation lies outside the region between the large waves, so that only 
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internal waves that are in the range of the transmission matrices will occur. 
If all such waves have zero component in the direction r, then the total 
strengths of scattered waves could be finite even if (3.35) fails and cancella- 
tions are ignored. We will not bother to modify (3.35) in an obvious 
fashion to account for such cases since generically and in our chosen 
applications they do not occur. 
IV. RAREFACTIONS 
Although a Majda type condition for the solvability of Riemann 
problems near a rarefaction wave E could be obtained if one could solve the 
differential equation that determines aT,/au, such a condition has little 
relevance for dynamic stability in Glimm’s scheme because even an unper- 
turbed rarefaction wave splits into many smaller rarefactions. In fact, the 
unperturbed rarefaction wave splits, with probability arbitrarily close to 
one, into waves each of which is arbitrarily small, provided a sufficient 
number of time steps have elapsed. This can be seen most easily if we use 
the same random variable for all spatial intervals at the same time step, as 
in [6,28], since in that case the split rarefaction waves cannot remerge. 
Hence, by requiring the perturbing waves to vanish at time zero within a 
sufficiently large number N of spatial steps h from the location of the large 
jump in the initial data, we can ensure (with high probability) that the 
perturbing waves encounter rarefactions small enough that the resulting 
Riemann problems have a solution. This requirement does not prevent us 
from approximating an arbitrary BV perturbation as long as the length 
2iVh of the excluded region tends to zero with h. 
Nevertheless, the original large rarefaction wave could be unstable 
(either actually or in our approximation of ignoring perturbation-pertur- 
bation interactions) due to multiple internal reflections of a perturbing 
wave as it transverses the (small) rarefactions produced by the original 
large rarefaction. When the large rarefaction is in an extreme field then no 
such internal reflections can occur, however, and so an isolated large 
extreme-field rarefaction will be stable under perturbations. Actually, the 
case of only extreme-field rarefactions is simpler even if other large waves 
are present, so we will first consider that special case. 
A wave can approach an extreme-field rarefaction from the outside and 
be reflected only when the perturbing wave is a shock of the same field 
approaching from the right (resp. left) if the field is on the extreme left 
(resp. right). This situation is favorable for several reasons. First of all, the 
interaction always entails a cancellation between the interacting waves. 
Second, because of this, the maximum total strength of the rarefaction 
waves that the perturbing wave y interacts with is O((y1) + E, where F 
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(depending on the number N of excluded mesh lengths mentioned above) 
is the maximum size of the rarefaction waves, since by that time it is com- 
pletely cancelled. Finally, since each wave si of the rarefaction is of the 
same field as the perturbing wave, the reflected waves it produces are of 
third order, i.e., O(Jq( Iyl*+ Isi(* 1~1). (Cf. the remark after the proof of 
Lemma 3.1). Hence the total amount of reflected waves is 
G c C{l&il IY12+lEi12 lYl}~ccelY12+ce2 IYI. 
6 
zY:El~Obl+E E,CE 
Thus, the reflection matrix R is O(E’), which can be made as small as 
desired; i.e. extreme-field rarefactions can be ignored for the purpose of the 
finiteness condition. They do enter into the wave-production matrix P, 
however, since waves traveling through the rarefaction towards the other 
large waves may be amplified, i.e., T is nonzero in one direction. 
To calculate a bound for P, we proceed as follows: By [12], when a 
small perturbing wave y encounters a wave sj that is part of the rarefaction, 
the resulting waves are sj plus waves with total strength not greater than 
{z+c(uL) &j) IYI* s ince the solution to the Riemann problem is differen- 
tiable and all the rarefactions lie in a compact set, c(u,)< some fixed c. 
Hence, after transversing the rarefaction of total strength E the perturbing 
waves are bounded by 
1~1, which is <ecE IyI. 
Since this includes Iyl, the total wave-production matrix P, for perturbing 
waves that have E^ of the rarefaction yet to transverse is bounded by 
PoUtecB - Z, where P,,, denotes the corresponding matrix for waves that 
have just left the rarefaction. Thus Lemma 3.2 still holds when extreme-held 
rarefaction waves are present besides the large shock and/or rarefaction 
waves, without additional finiteness conditions, and with P modified as 
indicated above. 
We now consider the case of an intermediate-field rarefaction. In order 
to be able to include such a wave along with other waves in the large wave- 
set, it sufftces to show that the total strength of internal, transmitted, reflec- 
ted, etc. waves produced by a small wave via interactions with the many 
rarefactions resulting from the breakup of the original rarefaction is finite 
and to calculate the corresponding transmission and reflection matrices. To 
do this, let us first recall from [ 121 the corresponding matrices for interac- 
tion with a single small rarefaction, and then calculate the combined effect 
of many such waves. By [ 12,281, when a small wave-set y interacts on the 
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f side with a small rarefaction wave E = skSik, then up to terms of order 
1s)’ Iy( + 1.~1 Jy12 the resulting waveset E+E’ is given by 
&‘= (z+&p!Gf’) y, (4.1) 
where 
sI;“= rLi.{(R,.V)~,-(~,.V)~j}, j5k 
s!.*‘=o (4.2) r/ 7 jSk. 
Here the eigenvectors L and R are to be calculated at the f side of the 
rarefaction E. In similar fashion to (3.32) we write (4.1) in the form 
&‘= (z+EkT(*) )ys + {E,M’*$J~ +yk)+~kR(*)y”, (4.3) 
where T, R, and A4 contain the transmitted (i 5 k), reflected (i 2 k), and 
modification (i = k) waves, respectively. The modification shock waves may 
travel a short distance into the rarefaction, as discussed above for extreme- 
field rarefactions, but to the order of approximation used here their only 
effect is to cancel part of the rarefaction. 
To calculate the effect of interactions with many such rarefactions EY’, 
we sum over the number of reflections that occur; such sums are well 
known in the theory of waves in layered media [4]. Ignoring signs, 
perturbation-perturbation interactions, and terms of higher order in the E:) 
and y, a wave-set y approaching the rarefaction from the left yields 
transmitted waves TLy)!dF) IyJ + T$~~‘“’ Jy( + . . . . reflected waves 
R ( 1) (discrete) 
O,<,> IyJ +RX)i;Fte) Iy( + . . . . plus internal and modification waves, 
where 
~(O)(discrete) = 
O,=-,. 
large rarefaction 
~(1 )(discrete) = 
O.<,> 
rarefactions 
{ n (z+EpIT( 
8~’ ’ 
Ep left 
of EL” 
@R’-‘(u,). n (I+@ 
Q’ left 
Of ep’ 
IT’-‘(uj)l(nd)) 5 
I 
+ )C”i)l (nd)) 
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. { n u+d? lT’(%)l(.dd~ 
of’ between 
(4 Ek an d ,p 
* ,p. R’-‘(u,,) 
. n (zf&IP)lT(-)(Uq)l(nd)) 
$’ l&H 
Of ,jjl’ 
i#j 
i = j, 
(4.4) 
etc. Since E = maxI (6;)) is small, those terms are well approximated by 
T(o) O,=-,> = ,J:; lfi-‘(u)l~.~d~ (4.5) 
(4.6) 
. e~:~I=‘-)(~)l~~d)d~ du2 dul, (4.7) 
where all integrals are taken with respect o arclength along the rarefaction 
curve joining the endpoints, uL and uR are the left- and right-side states of 
the whole rarefaction, and the eigenvector k is assumed temporarily to 
have length one so that for a small rarefaction the wave-strength ek is 
approximately equal to the size of the difference between the left and right 
states of the rarefaction. If the series 
converge then it is not hard to see that the internal and modification waves 
are also finite. Since each term T (k + 2, of the series (4.8) a is obtained from 
the previous term Tck) by replacing the final (taken right to left) factor 
eJZ lT(-)I(fl by the expression 
(4.10) 
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the expansion will be finite if 
Similarly, each term Rck + I) in (4.9) is obtained from the term TCk) in (4.8) 
by replacing the final factor e% lT-‘Cnd) by 
which is less than a constant times efs JTml@d), so (4.9) converges if (4.8) 
does. It is not hard to see that condition (4.11) is also sufficient for the 
convergence of the series for r,, <, G and &, , , G . Now (4.11) is clearly 
satisfied if (uR - uJ is sufficiently small, and it need not fail for large 
uR - uL if R tends to zero or T is sufficiently negative on the diagonal. 
When (4.11) holds then the effective reflection and transmission coefficients 
(4.8), (4.9) can be combined with those of other waves by the method of 
Lemma 3.3, and the conclusion of that lemma is still valid, except that only 
(3.47) holds, not (3.46), since increasing the size of the integrands in 
(4.5) - (4.7), etc. produces an increase of size 0 (length of the interval of 
integration). In practice, condition (4.11) is probably more restrictive than 
the conditions for the case of a shock, because of the large number of 
reflected waves that rarefactions produce. It would be desirable to perform 
the summation over waves that leave the rarefaction at the same time 
instead of over the number of internal reflections, so as to allow cancella- 
tions among waves in each time-group. 
Finally, if the waves making up the rarefaction have other waves embed- 
ded in them then the integrals in (4.5), (4.6), etc. are defined by stopping 
the integration at the near side of each such wave and resuming at the far 
side. 
V. THE ~-SYSTEM AND THE EULER EQUATIONS 
We will show that the finiteness and Majda stability conditions hold for 
the p-system and the y-gas-law Euler equations. Our only assumptions are 
that the solution of the Riemann problem avoids the vacuum state, and, for 
the latter system, that y satisfies (1.1). 
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The p-system may be written in the form [28] 
vt-uu,=o 
u, + P(V), = 09 
where p is defined for v > 0 and satisfies 
P’ < 0, p” > 0. 
The eigenvalues of the system are 
1, = f J-P’(v), 
with corresponding right and left eigenvectors 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
The second part of (5.3) ensures that each field is genuinely nonlinear, so 
contact discontinuities do not occur. As shown in [28], for example, the 
Riemann problem (with v positive) has a solution with shocks and/or 
rarefactions of finite strength except in the case where a vacuum state is 
required. Since both fields are extreme, the first part of Section IV shows 
that it s&ices to consider the stability and finiteness conditions when the 
solution to the Riemann problem consists of shocks in both fields. Now 
from the formulas [28] 
u+ -u-= - (v, -v-)P(v-)-P(v+)> v, 5v-, (5.6) 
(5.7) 
for &- shocks and their speeds it is easy to verify that Majda’s stability 
conditions hold for any shock, so all that remains is to verify the finiteness 
condition (3.35). Using (3.20), (3.35) becomes 
A+-s, L- ~c(:)l+ s--l- L+*L-(:)I- <1 .- 
s, -A- L,. [(::I+ 1, --s- L- *[(:)I- ’ (5.8) 
where s* are the speeds of the f shocks, [(:)I * are the corresponding 
jumps in the vector (z), and the eigenvalues I + and eigenvectors L, are 
evaluated at the state between the shocks. Denoting the states to the left of 
the shocks, between the shocks, and to the right of the shocks as states 0, 
1, and 2, respectively, and using (5.4~(5.7), condition (5.8) reduces to 
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Since the sign restriction in (5.6) implies that u2 - u1 > 0 while u1 - u. < 0, 
(5.9) holds; in fact, as noted in [ 11, each factor is separately smaller 
than 1. 
The y-gas-law Euler equations are 
Pt + (PUL = 0 
(PU), + (PO2 + PI, = 0 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
( 
Y-1 -pu2+P + 
2 > ( 
Y-l 
* 
ypd+yPu =o 
> x 
(5.12) 
Here y is a constant 2 1. Equations (5.10)-(5.12) are in the form q(u), + 
f(u), = 0 of Eq. (3.1), with 
aq 
i- 
1 0 0 
U 0 0 
au= y- -1 
-d (y-1)pu 1 \ * I 
\ L / 
1 0 0 
() acp -I t - VIP l/P 0 au =y-Iu2 2 -(y-l)0 1 1 ’ 
(5.13) 
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4 
v P 0 
a V2 2PV 1 
au = y-l 
-v3 
2 
;(~-l)pv*+YP yv 
i 
The eigenvalues of the matrix (5.15) are 
I, =v+c, /lo = v, 
where 
The corresponding eigenvectors are 
r,=~(l,O, -$), 1, =#A$ i&), 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
where a and /3 are positive constants whose values do not affect he ensuing 
calculations and so will henceforth be set to one for simplicity. In terms of 
the cp variables, the corresponding eigenvectors of the similar matrix 
(aflafq(au/au) are 
1 
Ro= ' 
0 i 
+P 
(C-+V)P 
y-1u2 ’ 
R,= 
i 
(5.20) 
2 (y-l)pvc+ 
c*p++v*] ’ 
(5.21) 
Once again the Riemann problem (with p > 0) is solvable unless the 
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vacuum state is required [28], and all shocks and contacts are Majda 
stable. 
As is well known, the + fields are genuinely nonlinear, while the inter- 
mediate 0 field is linearly degenerate. Hence there are no intermediate-field 
rarefactions, so it suffices to test the finiteness conditions for a Riemann 
problem with shocks in the k fields and a contact discontinuity in the 0 
field. 
Let 0, 1, 2, and 3 denote the states left of the - shock, between the - 
shock and the contact discontinuity, between the contact discontinuity and 
the + shock, and to the right of the + shock, respectively, and let [(p] + 
and s, denote the jump in cp and speed of the f shock. From (3.20) we 
see that the reflection matrices at the -t shocks are 
(5.22) 
R’-‘=s- -(h-C,) L+(%)~rYcpl- 
-s--(ul+c,)'L-(ul).[cp]-' 
(5.23) 
0 0 R(+) 
R’,SI’,= 0 0 v2+c2-s+. Lo(h). [VI+ 
s+ -u2 L+(uz)* L-91 + ’ 
(5.24) 
0 0 0 
R(+)- v,+c,-s+ L-(%).CPl+ 
s+ -(~*-C*)‘~+(~*).C~I+’ 
(5.25) 
where rows and columns of the matrices are in the order -, 0, +. 
Similarly, from (3.29)-(3.31) we find that the transmission and reflection 
matrices at the contact discontinuity are 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
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(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
Note that (5.30)-(5.32), like (5.26~(5.29), remain valid even in the limit as 
the strength of the contact reaches zero since only the T wave leaving the 
f shock approaches the T shock. 
Finiteness condition (3.35) for the - shock and the contact discontinuity 
is therefore 
IR’-‘R’O’I < 1. (5.34) 
To calculate finiteness condition (3.35) for the (-, 0) combination and the 
+ shock we first compute from (3.42), (3.36), (3.37) that the effective 
external reflection matrix R, , , G of the ( -, 0) combination is 
R o,>,s = lR’,!<l + ITJOf.1 Ri,>,< IT(,!.l 
= IRo,,<I + lT’,O!.I IR::kl(I- IR’,!,I IR!:kl)-’ lT(,of,l 
i 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 = 
IR(0), + IT”‘1 IR’-‘I IT’,o’I o ’ 
(5.35) 
+ l- IR'-'1 IR'"'I 
o 
Hence the finiteness condition is 
IR(o)I + IT’“‘1 IR’-‘I IT’,O’I 
+ l- jR'-'I IR'"'I lR(+)I< 1. (5.36) 
To evaluate the left sides of (5.34) and (5.36) we need the formulas for the 
jumps at shocks and contact discontinuities, and also for the shock speeds 
505/89/2-IO 
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in the former case. The states 1 and 2 on opposite sides of the contact 
discontinuity are related by the formulas ((3.27), [28]) 
u1= u2, p, = p,, pr - pz arbitrary. 
Hence by (5.17k(5.19), (5.27), (5.29), (5.31), (5.33) reduce to 
(5.37) 
2c2 T(O) = - 2c, 
+ Cl + c2’ 
T(o) = - - 
Cl + Cl’ 
(5.39) 
We will soon calculate the corresponding formulas for R’*:‘, but let us first 
see what (5.38), (5.39) imply about the finiteness conditions (5.34), (5.36). 
Define 
Then (5.34) says that 
while (5.36) becomes 
QE’ G-C11 
c2 + Cl ’ 
Q WI < 1, 
Q+‘l-Q2, IR’-‘I 
1-Q W-l 1 IR(+)l < 1, 
which, given (5.41), can be rewritten as 
Q(‘R’-‘I+ JR’+“)-2Q2 ‘R’-‘1 IR(+)J + IR’-‘1 IR(+)I - 1 Co. (5.43) 
(5.40) 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
Now, because of the symmetry of the equations, the same bound will be 
obtained for IR’-‘I and jR(+)J, i.e., 
IR’-‘I, I@+)1 <R(y), (544) 
and (5.40) implies that the left side of (5.43) is increasing in JR’-‘1 and in 
IR(+)I, so condition (5.43) simplifies to 
2QR(y) - 2Q*R(y)* + R(y)2 - 1 < 0. (5.45) 
Now, since Q can take on any of the values 
O<Q<l, (5.46) 
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(5.41) requires that R(y) be < 1. However, evaluating the maximum of the 
left side of (5.45) as Q varies over [0, 1) shows that (5.45) imposes the 
stronger condition 
R(y) 6 L 
Jz 
(5.47) 
In order to determine when (5.47) holds we use formulas for the shock- 
curves like those given in [28, 18.471. Note, however, that as is implied by 
the formula on p. 354 of [28], the value of pR/pL in [28, 18.471 is misprin- 
ted and should be one over the value given. Also, it will be somewhat more 
convenient to define the shock parameter x by x = PJP, - 1 instead of by 
x =log (PJP,) as in [28]. Calculating s, and pJp2 in terms of x in 
similar fashion to [28], and then calculating the rest of [q] directly from 
the Rankine-Huguniot conditions [pu] = s[p] and 
[ 
P+y-l 2 PU2 1 =~[P+pu21+ 1-q CPI ( > 
Y-1 =-+wl+ l- 
( > 
r-1 [P] 2+cpl 2 
+(1&q) [PI, 
we obtain 
-l<x<O 
s, =u,+c, J 
Y+l 1+-x 
2Y 
P3-P2 
P3v3-P2v2 
Y-1 
-7P24+P* 
(5.48) 
(5.49) 
(5.50) 
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Equations (5.25), (5.20), (5.21), and (5.48)-(5.50) then yield 
I@+)( = 
r I ‘. (5.51) 
1+ 
J 
1+yx l+S+Jl+Yx 
Y 
The first factor on the right of (5.51) increases as x decreases, and so is less 
than its value 
1 -J(Y- 1)/&J 
l+J&=iE 
at x = -1. If 1 < y < $ then the second factor is also increasing as x 
decreases, and hence is less than 
while if y > $ the behavior of the second factor is more complicated but it 
will suffice for our purposes to note that this factor is always < 1. Hence 
we obtain 
IR(+)I 3 IR”I <R(y) - 
y>;. 
(5.52) 
Formula (5.52) plus some algebraic manipulations show that (5.47) is 
satisfied if and only if 
6+4J2Z1015 Y3Yo=3+6J;L . . (5.53) 
For y > yo, the finiteness conditions always hold, while for y < y. there 
indeed exist Riemann problems for which (5.47) and the finiteness condi- 
tion fail, since when y -C $ any values of IR+ 1, I R- 1, and Q permitted by 
(5.52), (5.46) can be realized simultaneously. 
The contrasting nature of condition (5.53) and previous small y results 
[20,25] can be explained by noting that the cited works fix the initial data 
and consider how the strength of the resulting interactions varies with y, 
while in the present work we consider how the maximum possible strength 
of interaction varies with y. 
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VI. THE EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
We will first prove a global existence theorem for small BV perturbations 
of a Riemann problem, and then obtain as a corollary a local existence 
theorem for BV initial data that satisfies the stability and finiteness condi- 
tions at each large jump. 
THEOREM. Suppose that system (3.1) is sufficiently smooth and strictly 
hyperbolic, that each field is either genuinely nonlinear or linearly degenerate, 
and that (ii _ , H + ) is a Riemann problem with a solution (ii- = 
- - 
MO, Ul 3 **., ii n-17 ii,, = ii, ) such that for each j either uj = uj- 1 or else 
(uj- 1, uj) is a j-rarefaction, a Majda stable j-shock, or a Majda stable 
j-contact-discontinuity. Assume further that each intermediate rarefaction 
satisfies the finiteness condition (4.1 l), and that finiteness condition (3.35) 
holds with IRyIr 1 
R (1 - (j- 1) combinatmn) 
replaced by IR($‘, ~ 1 and 1 Ry! i 1 replaced by 
e,>,< , j= 2, . . . . n. (R(j) is defined by (3.32) for shocks and 
contacts, by (4.9) for intermediate-field rarefactions, and equals zero for 
extreme-field rarefactions, while R{’ - (j- ” combinatio”) is defined in the discus- 
sion leading to Lemma (3.3).) Then there exist constants Co and C, such that 
if 
TV’,@,) = Id,( - co)1 + TV(z?,) < Co 
then system (3.1) with initial data 
(6.1) 
# = i-- +do(x), 
i 
x<o 
0 
ii, + ii,(x), x>o 
(6.2) 
has a weak solution for all time t > 0, which satisfies 
TV(U(t,.)) < i ICj-iij- 11 + Cl TV*(io), (6.3) 
j=l 
where for a rarefaction wave lGj - fij- II means the length of the rarefaction 
curve joining the two states. 
Proof: Only the modifications of Glimm’s proof [12] required to prove 
the theorem will be indicated; this proof divides naturally into the follow- 
ing steps: (i) existence for Riemann problems, (ii) interaction estimate, 
(iii) L” and TV bounds for the approximants, (iv) local Lipschitz con- 
tinuity in time, and (v) convergence. Of these, (iv) and (v) require arbitrary 
L” and TV bounds, not small ones, and so do not need any modification. 
Step one: Existence for Riemann Problems. As mentioned in Section IV, 
we will approximate the initial perturbation Go(x) by piecewise-constant 
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data that vanish within a large number N of mesh steps of the location of 
the unperturbated Riemann problem, and will use the same random 8 for 
all spatial intervals at the same time step. Hence, with probability 
arbitrarily close to one, before any interactions occur the waves in the 
Glimm approximants of the unperturbed Riemann problem will separate 
into distinct diamonds and any large rarefactions among them will split 
into a large number of arbitrarily small waves. Therefore, we only need to 
solve two types of Riemann problems: those with U, close to U- , in which 
case the Riemann problem has a unique nearby solution by [18], and 
those with U_ close to some ijj- I and u + close to ijj with (tl,.- , , ~7~) a shock 
or contact. By assumption (ii,.- 1, ii,.) is Majda stable, so Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 
show that the Riemann problem (up, u,) has a unique nearby solution. 
Step Two: Interaction Estimate. Given two arbitrary interacting wave- 
sets y and 6, of which one contains a (possibly large) shock or contact 
wave close to one of the (ii,.- r, ii,.) with all other waves of both sets being 
small, we wish to show that the resultant wave-set E still obeys the estimate 
I& - I3 + dll G WY, a (6.4) 
where D(y, 6) is the quadratic interaction function. Furthermore, we want 
to show that interaction effects can almost be separated into “big’‘-“small” 
and “small’‘-“small” parts. Specifically, given any k and any two wave-sets 
y and 6 for which we can show (6.4) 
I+, 4 - GYk> 6) - Ynon-kl G CC~(Yn,n-k~ 6) 
+ ( IYnon-kl + VI 1 mJk> 417 (6.5) 
where (y non ~ k)j = (1 - djk) yj, y can be on either side of 6, and the state 
separating yk and 6 in the interaction yielding s(yk, 6) is the state bordering 
yk in y on the side closer to 6. 
Now in order to show (6.4) it suffices to obtain 
I&- cY+611 GC IYI 14 (6.6) 
since the proof in [ 121 that (6.6) can be improved to (6.4) does not depend 
on the size of the waves as long as they are bounded and nearby Riemann 
problems are solvable. But on any compact set, such as is under considera- 
tion here, (6.6) follows easily from the facts s(y, 6) E C2 in each orthant 
((Y, 6) 1712 0, a.*, Yn 2 0, 613 0, ***, ha2 O}, 4Y, 0) = Y, HO, 6) = 6. 
To obtain (6.5) from (6.4) we argue as follows: First, 
&(Yk, al = Yk + 6 + O(l) D(Yk, @ 
=Yk+M6+0(161)D(Yk,6), (6.7) 
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where M6 equals 6 plus the terms in O( 1) D(y,, 6) that are linear in 6. The 
fact that the terms higher than linear in 6 in s(yR, 6) are in fact 
O(lSl) D(y,, 6) can be justified by multivariable calculus, although we must 
consider each orthant { 6 I6,3 0,&s 0, . . . . 6,2 0} separately to obtain 
sufficient smoothness of the function E; note that M is the same for all 
orthants since E is C’. Next, assuming w.1.o.g. that y is the left of 6, 
so that 
&l--E(Y>k,~)=Y>k+8+0(1)D(Y>k,6) (6.8) 
&*~.E(Yk,&l)=Yk+El+o(l)~(Yk,&,) 
=Yk+El+O(1)~(Yk,~+O(1)~(Y>k,~)) 
=Yk+Yrk+~+O(1)~(Y,k,~)+O(1)~(Yk,~) 
=Yk+Yrk+~~+O(1)~(Y,k,~)+0(l~l)~(Yk,~). (6.9) 
Note that M in (6.7) and (6~9) is the same since the same state separates 
yk from the other wave-set in both cases. Finally, 
+ O(1) aY>k, 6, + o(lsl) D(Yk, b, 
+“(1)D(Y<k,Y.k+M6+o(1)D(Y>k,6)+o(~6~)D(Yk,6)) 
= y + MC? + O(l) D(Ynon-k, @ + o(lsl + IYI) D(Yk, al (6.10) 
since itI6 = 6 + O(1) D(y,, 6). Comparing (6.7), (6.10) shows (6.5). 
Step Three (The Main Step): L” and TV Bounds. Define the difference 
scheme, mesh curves, and diamonds as in [12]. Define B (“big”) and S 
(“small”) waves in the following manner: At time zero, the waves making 
up the solution to the unperturbed Riemann problem are big while all 
other waves are small. At later times, a j-wave leaving a diamond is big if 
a big j-wave of the same sign entered the diamond, and is small otherwise. 
Let L, and LB be the sum of the strengths of small and big waves, respec- 
tively, and let Q, and Qr,s be the usual potential interaction function 
restricted to small-small and big-small interactions, respectively. Define 
P,,=C small waveS 7 I p I y I 1, where H is the modified waveproduction matrix 
of Lemma 3.3, and let P,,, = max IIPII, where the maximum is taken over 
all wave-production matrices B at time zero. The basic step towards 
obtaining L” and TV bounds is to obtain estimates for these functionals: 
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LEMMA 6.1. Let J be an immediate successor mesh curve to Z, separated 
by a diamond A, and let I’ be the portion of Z not included in J, i.e., the lower 
half of A. Let y and 6 be the wave-sets entering A, let E be the outgoing wave, 
and let pS an BB denote the small and big parts of a wave B, respectively. 
Define 
1 
Xl = 
tfexactly one big wave enters A 
0 otherwise. 
When x1 = 1 let the big wave be yk, and define 
1 
x2 = 
ifwh + &I = w(yd 
0 otherwise. 
Assume that the Riemann problem in A is one for which estimates (6.4), (6.5) 
hold, and that the big waves are close enough to their original strengths and 
the small waves are small enough so that (3.46) holds. Then 
Ls(J) 6LsU) - x1x2 14J -x1(1 -x2) b/cl 
+ cCQs(Z’) + Qss(Ul (6.11) 
IL,(J) - Ls(J)I G bigw;csv, I dJ)-M)l =x1 IG~-Y~ 
fs x1x2 IdA +x1(1 -x2) IYkl 
+ cCQs(Z’) + Qd’)l (6.12) 
for C2 2 1, 
Qs(J> + + P,,(J) 
2 
G Q,(Z) + $- P,,(Z) 
2 
Qs(Z’,+~Q.,cr,].{~--cC2Ls(Z)-~~,,,} 
2 2 
+ g M~)~XlX2 IS/cl + x,(1 -x2) IYkl > (6.13) 
2 
for C,al and C,>O, 
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1 {X1X2lbkl+X1(1-X2)lYkl) (6.14) 
for Cz 2 1 and C3 > 0, 
+ Cs Q,(J) + $ P,,(J) 
2 1 
G L,(Z) + C3 [ Qs(Z> + $P,,(Z) 2 1 
- Q,(Z’)+~Q,s(Zf,XC,[~-cC2Ls(I)--~P,,,]--C2) { 2 2 
- 
[ 
;-+I) {X1X216kl+X1(1-X2)IYkl}. 1 
In (6.12), (6.15) the sum 
big;“cs IVBV) - VEm 
is to be taken in such a way that rarefaction splitting does not produce a con- 
tribution to the sum. That is, if a rarefaction crossing Z is split into parts that 
cross I’ and Z\Z’ then these parts are considered to be two separate rarefac- 
tions, but a rarefaction leaving A that is split into two parts is considered to 
be one rarefaction. 
Remark. As will be discussed later, estimate (6.15) yields a bound for 
the total variation, since the constants C2 and C, can be chosen so as to 
make the last two terms negative. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. By construction, if more than one big wave is pre- 
sent then there is no interaction, so (6.11~(6.15) hold trivially. When an 
interaction does occur, then, since D(y, 6) = Q,(Z’) + Q&Z’), (6.11), (6.12) 
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follow directly from (6.4) if we take into account the conditions for a small 
wave joining a large wave and for a large wave becoming a small wave. In 
particular, note that if the bigness or smallness of an outgoing wave is not 
what is indicated by x2 due to the effect of the nonlinear interaction, then 
the sizes of Iyk+LIkl and of IskI are both <CD(y, 6), so that (6.11) (6.12) 
are still valid. Next, 
Q,(J) G QsV) - QsU’) 
+c j[ c 
IPs,l (I%,l - Irs, I - I& I) 
Bs, 1” I\f’ 1 9 (6.16) 
interactmg with ES, 
where, as in [ 123, the supercript - indicates that the term is to be omitted 
if j = i and /Is, and the given wave are both rarefactions. Just as in [12], 
when such omissions occur then the term linear in the corresponding wave 
in (6.4) acts so as to reduce the strength of Q,. Similarly, when sk is “small” 
but yk is “big” then the term linear in yk in (6.4) again reduces the size 
of Q. In other words, (6.4) implies that 
ks,l - Ix, I - I&, I 6 - x, xdi, 16, I + QsV’) + QssV’). (6.17) 
Upon substituting (6.17) into (6.16) and estimating the sum we obtain 
QsV) G Qs(Z) - QdZ’) 
-x1x2 c IPs,l IS,1 
Bs,i,n I\I’ 
interactrng with q 
Next, 
+ cc2 L.(Z) 
[ 
Q&7 + ; QesU’) 1 . (6.18) 
~JdJ)= c IL IYI I + P”,, l&l 0 (6.19) 
yeI\I’ 
where p,,, denotes the new values of Zj (which change due to changes in 
the big waves). Comparing this with P,,(Z) we find that 
old)-~,sU)= 1 vnew IYI I -l&d IYI I> 
YSEI\I’ 
+ I~“,W I4 I - I&d IYSI I - IL l&l I 
G 1 II~“,, - Rldll IYSI 
yef\I’ 
+ IIL - fLlII lhl 
+ Cl&, l&s1 I - l&d IYSI I - I& l&l II. (6.20) 
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Using (6.12), the fact that P is Lipschitz continuous in the strengths of the 
big waves, and the fact that L,(J) < CL,(I) by (6.11), we obtain 
+ cc, Q,W + ; QasU') I) 
+ Cl&c, l-4 I - I& bsl I - l&d l&l II. (6.21) 
We now want to estimate the last term in (6.21). When no large wave 
is present then Fold is the same for E, y, and 6, so that this term is bounded 
by cp,,,Qs(Z’). When a large wave yk is present but ys = 0 then (3.47) says 
that this term is < - (l/c) Q&Z’). When both big and small waves occur 
in y we use (6.5) plus the foregoing to obtain 
lkld I.4 I - l%d IYSI I - IL l&l I 
6 - 5 Qss(z’) + c~,,,CQ~(~~) + L,V) Qdz’)l. (6.22) 
Combining (6.16), (6.21), (6.22) yields (6.13), while (6.14), (6.15) are 
simply linear combinations of (6.11 k( 6.13). 
Lemma 6.1 shows that if Co in (6.1) is sufficiently small then the 
approximants satisfy (6.3), since by first picking C2 large enough so that 
the term l/c - cc,&(J) - (c/C,) P,,, in (6.23) is positive provided L, 
is smaller than some fixed number, then picking C3 large enough so 
that the term C,[l/c - cC,L,(Z) - (c/cz) Pm,,] -CC, in (6.14), (6.15) is 
also positive we see from (6.14), (6.15) that L,+C,[Qs+ (l/cZ) P,,] 
and (l/2) C Ivn(J) - vg(J)I + Ls + C,[Qs + (l/C,) PBS] are nonincreasing 
provided L, remains sufftciently small. But the first of these says that 
LsG(l+ C3Lsl143 + Pmax/Cz) L, 1, =0 so that Ls will remain sufficiently 
small provided C,, is chosen small enough. Any other smallness 
requirements on the small waves and requirements on the smallness of 
C Jvg(J) - vg(f = O)l are also justified aposteriori provided C,, is chosen 
small enough. For example, by summing (6.15) over successive diamonds 
we obtain 
5 IvE&J) - v,,(t = 0)l G c sup L,, (6.23) 
where for rarefactions v,,(J) is the sum of the strengths of all big 
k-rarefactions. Since the change in the left-hand state of a large wave vBk is 
less than 2 sup Ls plus the change in large waves lying to the left of vgt, 
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if Co is small enough then the large waves remain in the neighborhood of 
the original Riemann solution in which (3.47) is valied. As noted at the 
beginning of the proof of the theorem, the rest of the proof is the same as 
in [12]. 
Remark. In [12] the possible increase in L, is shown to be quadratic 
in its initial value, while here, as in [S], it is linear due to the presence of 
the large waves. It is not too hard to prove that in the case of only two 
large waves, both of which are shocks or contacts, and assuming the 
genericity condition of Remark 3 at the end of section III holds, the linite- 
ness condition is a necessary condition for such a linear bound to hold. 
This can be seen by considering a perturbation consisting of a single wave 
yj, since for 1~~1 sufficiently small an arbitrarily large number of terms in the 
reflection series (3.34) will occur before any cancellations take place. If 
furthermore n=2 and both internal reflection coefficients have the same 
sign then any bound on Ls will not even tend to zero as its initial value 
does, since no cancellations can occur under the initial configuration of 
large waves, and hence the boundedness of Ls depends on favorable 
changes in the large waves, which cannot occur before L, reaches some 
fixed size. 
Finally, we will show that the theorem implies a local existence result for 
arbitrarily BV initial data that satisfies our conditions at all large jumps. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that system (3.1) is sufficiently smooth and strictly 
hyperbolic, and that each field is either genuinely nonlinear or linearly 
degenerate. Then there is a C, > 0 such that for all u0 in BV, if the Riemann 
problem (u,,(x - 0), uO(x + 0)) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 whenever 
lu,(x+ 0) - u,(x-O)I B C, then there is a T>O and a weak solution on 
[O, T] of (3.1) with initial data uO. 
Proof: By [ 123 there is a constant C, such that if TV(u,) < Cs then 
(3.1) with initial data u0 has a solution for all time. Let C4 = C,. Since 
every BV function of one variable is the difference of two nondecreasing 
functions [32], for any u0 in BV 
uO(x + 0) = lim uO(x + h) exists for all x (6.24) 
h-O+ 
and 
lim { TV(u,) on (x - E, x + E)} = luo(x + 0) - uO(x - O)(. (6.25) 
E--O 
Therefore, the assumption of the corollary implies that we can divide R 
into a finite number of overlapping intervals such that in each interval 
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Zj= (Zj, rj) either TV(Q) < Cs or else there exists xi in Zj such that 
{ W(/(u,) on Zj} - luO(xj + 0) - uO(xj - O)l < Co and the Riemann problem 
(uO(xj- 0), u,(xj+ 0)) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Define 
i 
UO, lj < x -c rj 
(j) = lim u,(x), x 6 I, (6.26) 
UO 
.x-/,+0 
lim u,(x), 
x+r,-0 
x2rj. 
Then the Glimm scheme for (3.1) with initial data z&j is defined for all 
time, and has bounded variation uniformly in time. By using the same 
sequence of random choices for all j we obtain that the solutions agree on 
the domain of determinacy of the overlaps. Since the approximants for each 
u(j) converge for almost all sequences, for almost all sequences the 
approximants for all j converge, and it is not hard to see that the function 
u defined by u = uj on the domain of determinacy of Z, is a weak solution 
on some [0, T] with initial data u. (cf. [ 131). 
By the calculation of Section V we therefore have local existence for the 
p-system and the y-gas-law Euler equations provided the Riemann 
problems at large jumps avoid the vacuum state and, for the latter system, 
( 1.1) is satisfied. 
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